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05.02.07  - Jim Dalrymple - Macworld

In an open letter posted to the company’s Web 
site on Wednesday, Apple CEO Steve Jobs out-
lined plans to remove toxic chemicals from its 

products, making “A Greener Apple.”
 Apple has been criticized by environmental 
group Greenpeace over the past year for not do-
ing enough in removing toxic chemicals. While 
Greenpeace ranks Apple in last place of all tech-
nology companies the organization ranks, Jobs 
said that after investigating “Apple is ahead of, 
or will soon be ahead of, most of its competitors 
in these areas.”
 One of the ways Jobs said the company would 
accomplish its goal is by eliminating mercury in 
its displays. To do this, Apple will introduce its 
first Macs with LED backlight technology in 
2007. Jobs said that Apple’s ability to completely 
eliminate fluorescent lamps in all of our displays 
depends on how fast the LCD industry can tran-
sition to LED backlighting for larger displays.
 Currently Apple operates recycling programs 
in countries where 
more than 82 percent 
of all Macs and iPods 
are sold, increasing 
to 93 percent by the 
end of this year, ac-
cording to Jobs. Apple 
also said that all of 
the e-waste collected 
in North America is processed in the U.S., and 
nothing is shipped overseas for disposal.
 Apple is currently close to being on par with 
Dell and HP on its recycling programs, before 
this new plan is put into place.
 Jobs also said that the producers must look at 
the materials they are using. Unlike most of the 
competitors, Apple uses aircraft-grade alumi-
num, stainless steel and high-grade plastics that 
are in high demand from recyclers.
 Apple will be expanding its iPod take back pro-
gram to include all stores worldwide this summer. 
The new program will also include free shipping 
from anywhere in the U.S. — no product pur-
chases are required for any of the free take back 
programs, although Apple does offer a 10 percent 
discount on a new iPod when they bring their old 
iPod to the stores for proper disposal.
 Jobs outlined plans to eliminate or reduce the 
use of other chemicals including Arsenic, Mercury, 
PVC, Brominated flame retardants and others.

Steve Jobs outlines plans for
‘A Greener Apple’

04.27.07 - Jim Dalrymple -IDG News Service

Apple has released an 
update for its Mac-
Book and MacBook 

Pro line of notebooks 
addressing an issue with battery performance 
recently discovered by the company.
 According to Apple the notebooks in question were 
sold worldwide from February 2006 through 
April 2007. There is no safety issue with the 
batteries — the issue is limited to performance.
 “We have issued a software update that is 
designed to improve battery performance, and 
consumers can receive a new battery free of 
charge if their battery continues to have per-
formance issues after installing the software 
update, even if their computer is out of warranty,” 
said Apple in a statement provided to Macworld.

Apple identifies and fixes 
MacBook battery issue

05.09.07 - Jonathan Seff & Philip Michaels - MacWorld

If you’re the sort of person who 
keeps one eye continually trained 
for the slightest hint of a Mac prod-

uct announcement, it’s probably time 
to start your Updated Apple Laptops 
vigil. The company hasn’t made any noise about 
upgrading its laptop line, but its chip supplier just 
did—on Wednesday, Intel unveiled an upgraded 
Centrino notebook platform that promises better 
processing capabilities, improved power manage-
ment, and faster wireless connectivity, to name 
just a few of the claims. And it’s a safer bet than any 
wager you could have made during last weekend’s 
Kentucky Derby that these new processors that 
are part of the updated platform will find their way 
into an Apple product before long.
 Of course, you might not get that impression 
walking around the Old Federal Reserve Building 
in San Francisco where Intel hosted Wednesday’s 
press event. There were plenty of Windows por-
tables on hand—new notebooks from Dell and 
Lenovo and HP were on display for reporters to 
fiddle with—and lots of talk about how well the 
new processors will handle Microsoft’s Vista op-
erating system. So how did we walk away from 
such a Windows-centric event with Macs on our 
minds? It was more than just the sight of Adam 
Savage and Jamie Hyneman—TV’s MythBusters 
and frequent Mac users on the show—and their 
promotional appearance on behalf of Intel (end-

What upgraded Centrino 
chipsets mean for the Mac

ing with a somewhat awkward hand-off to Intel’s 
Mooly Eden, VP and general manager of the Mo-
bile Platforms Group). Rather, our gut feeling is due 
to the fact that sometimes, the past is prologue.
 Last July, we descended upon Intel’s Santa 
Clara headquarters as the company unveiled 
its Core 2 Duo processors. Apple was a no-show 
at that event, too, and yet, just a few months 
later, both the MacBook Pro and MacBook lines 
migrated to the Core 2 Duo. It’s likely that a simi-
lar upgrade will happen with the new-and-im-
proved processors Intel announced Wednesday.
 Besides, Apple has about 891,000 reasons to 
keep pushing for improvements to its laptop 
line. That’s how many portables the company 
sold during its fiscal second quarter this year 
when Apple turned a $770 million profit. Sales of 
laptops in general and the MacBook in particular 
are helping drive that stellar financial perfor-
mance, as we’ve noted before, so it only makes 
sense for Apple to keep on innovating.
 So what can Mac users expect when—excuse 
us, if—these so-called Santa Rosa chips wind 
up in some sort of Apple laptop in the coming 
months? You won’t see a major jump in raw pro-
cessing speed. Intel’s new processors—which 
Eden referred to as “Core 2 Duo on steroids”—
range in speed from 1.8GHz to 2.4GHz; by way 
of comparison, the MacBook Pro currently tops 
out at 2.33GHz while the fastest MacBook runs 
at 2GHz. What you will see, however, is a faster 
frontside bus—the chips have an 

see “Centrino” on page 4
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05.07.07 - N. Rebbapragada and A. Stafford - PC World
 
It’s high time we unloaded on the high-and-
mighty Mac maker.

The company formerly known as Apple 
Computer and now called simply Apple, 
Inc. is unique in many ways, including 

in its ability to drive even folks who admire 
it positively batty. It makes great products 
(usually), yet its secretiveness about them bor-
ders on paranoia, and its adoring fans can be 
incredibly irritating. Of course, its fans have to 
put up with some irritations, too: Simply being 
a member of the club still means you must en-
dure unending jabs from the other side of the 
socio-political-techno aisle. But do they have 
to wear their suffering as a badge of honor?
 Today, we--that’s us, Narasu and Alan, veter-
an Mac users both--are going to get some stuff 
off our chests. We’ve enumerated ten things 
we hate about Apple (or its followers, or simply 
about the experience of using its products). 

1. Free Speech, Anyone?
 Even if you’re no Apple fan, this particular is-
sue might not rise to the top of your own personal 
gripe list--but hey, we’re journalists. So sue us. Er, 
that’s probably not the right turn of phrase to 
use, considering that in December 2004, Apple 
filed a lawsuit against the AppleInsider, O’Grady’s 
PowerPage, and Think Secret Web sites for posting 
information about upcoming technologies that 
Apple had shared with outsiders under nondisclo-
sure agreements. In the case of O’Grady, the news 
was of a FireWire interface for GarageBand. In the 
words of O’Grady himself: “yawn.” Apple pressured 
the sites to reveal their sources, and even worse, 
pressured the sites’ ISPs. In May 2006, a California 
court said no way, ruling that online journalists 
enjoy the same First Amendment rights as “le-
gitimate” offline journalists. Seems silly in today’s 
world, doesn’t it? Recently, the court ordered 
Apple to pay the sites’ legal fees--about $700,000.

2. More Secretive Than Homeland Security
 Those feds are secretive, but they’re no 
match for Apple reps’ infuriating stock answer: 
“We don’t comment on future product plans.” 
Being an Apple adherent means never knowing 
for sure if the shiny new MacBook or iPod you 
just bought is about to be rendered obsolete by 
a Steve Jobs keynote.
 Of course, Apple is merely the most famous 
secretive Silicon Valley company, not the only 
hush-mouthed one. And tight lips make for ex-
plosive buzz when the company does decide 
to drop a bombshell. But contrast Apple’s se-
crecy with Microsoft’s lack thereof--Bill Gates, 
Steve Ballmer, and company love to talk about 
their company’s upcoming products, and they 
still get their fair share of buzz. Even though 
many of those plans have a tendency to not 
actually come true.

3. Ain’t Too Proud to Blame
 When Apple shipped iPods containing a worm 
last year, instead of issuing a humble mea culpa, 
Apple took a swipe at Microsoft, saying, “As you 
might imagine, we are upset at Windows for not be-
ing more hardy against such viruses, and even more 
upset with ourselves for not catching it.” As you can 
imagine, that didn’t fly with security experts. How 
about an apology to the folks who were unlucky 
enough to buy the infected iPods, period?

4. iHate iAnything
 Apple first floated the idea of product names 
with a leading lowercase letter in 1994 with 
eWorld, an ill-conceived online service that 
went belly-up after a year and a half. But when 
it introduced the original iMac in 1998, it hit on a 
phenomenal success--and prompted hundreds of 
third-party manufacturers to follow with sicken-
ingly cute Bondi Blue products with names that 
also began with a lowercase “i.” Now dozens of 
Apple and third-party product names begins with 
“i.” Their manufacturers are all jumping on the 
bandwagon, hoping that a single letter will sway 
us to buy their stuff. Meanwhile, you can’t even 
start sentences with the products’ names. Is it any 
wonder that we’re inclined to like Apple TV in part 
because it turned out not to be iTV? Or that we’re 
kind of sorry that Apple was able to strike a deal 
with Cisco to share the name iPhone?

5. Where’s the Blu-ray?
 Steve Jobs was the CEO of animated-movie 
studio Pixar; Apple is represented on the Blu-ray 
Disc Association board of directors. The Mac is 
supposed to be the computer of choice for video 
professionals. So where is the option for a Blu-ray 
Disc or HD DVD player in the fancy new quad-
core and eight-core Mac Pros? They’re stuck with 
the same-old SuperDrive. Mac apologists will no 
doubt provide you with a complex explanation 
of why this makes perfect sense, but the fact is 
that next-generation optical drives are available 
and make sense for some folks, and Macs don’t 
have them. (If the company announces support 
for one or the other by the time you read this, 
see “More Secretive Than Homeland Security” 
above for why we didn’t know about it.)

6. Nobody’s Perfect
 All companies make design mistakes, and in 
truth, Apple makes far fewer than most. But, 
despite what the most extreme aficionados say, 
even Apple’s design sense isn’t anywhere near 
flawless. And when it makes goofs, they tend 
to be doozies. Examples: The iMac’s perfectly-
round, ergonomically egregious puck mouse, or 

the Toilet-Seat iBook (complete 
with handle). Don’t forget the 
Shuffle audio player, whose lack 
of a screen or other discernable 
navigation aid Apple has suc-
cessfully spun as a “feature.” 
(Yes, we know that the Shuffle 

is wildly popular--and yes, we’d still rather buy a 
player that can tell us what it’s playing.)

7. Give Me a Sign
 Does anyone want to tell us when the 
next Mac OS X software updates will hit? 
What security vulnerabilities Apple is working 
on fixing? In April, Apple released a patch that 
plugged more than two dozen vulnerabilities--

with absolutely zero advance notice. Mac users 
were wide open to attacks, and they never knew 
it. Even Microsoft (usually) tells people when to 
expect patches, and often tells you how to pro-
tect yourself until the patches are ready.

8. No Good For Gaming
 Browse the Apple Store’s games selection--go 
on, we’ll wait. Oh, back so soon? That’s under-
standable, because sorting the store’s games 
selection by the newest available produces titles 
that were introduced two or more years ago on 
Windows. Games have always been scarce on 
the Mac, and Apple still can’t convince many 
developers to make their titles compatible with 
its computers. Apple does equip some of its 
systems with high-end graphics cards, but with 
slim pickings to play on them, they’re a waste of 
money for most people. True, Apple’s Boot Camp 
will let you run Windows games on a Mac, but 
we still don’t know many hardcore gamers who 
choose to go that route.

9. Limited Selection
 Apple offers just three desktop computer 
systems these days--and one of them is the Mac 
Mini, with its aging processor, piddly 512MB of 
RAM, and tiny 60GB hard drive. Neither the Mac 
Mini nor the iMac accepts internal upgrades be-
yond more memory, so to get a system that will 
accept additional components later, you’ll have 
to spring for a dual-processor Mac Pro, which 
starts at a steep $2200. You can buy a starter 
Windows system for less than a fourth the cost 
of the Mac Pro; later on, if you decide you need 
a speed boost, you can buy a new motherboard 
and CPU and probably install them yourself. If 
you want a speed boost on the Mac, you have to 
buy a whole new Mac.
 In the portable realm, MacBooks and MacBook 
Pros are nice machines. But again, you get only 
three choices. Opt for Windows, and you can 
choose anything from palm-sized micro-PCs like 
the OQO Model 2 to huge, honkin’ laptops that 
are more powerful than any mobile Mac.

10. Doesn’t Play Well With Others
 Give Apple credit for (finally) allowing Windows 
to run on the Mac. But the company still maintains 
a closed-door policy on many aspects of its tech-
nology. For example, iPods play only a couple of 
transportable audio file formats (AAC and MP3); 
they won’t play files in Microsoft’s WMA format, 
used by much of the rest of the world. Even the 
much-derided Microsoft Zune plays all three 
formats. And if you import WMA files into iTunes, 
you must wait while the application converts 
them to its favored AAC format.
 Okay, we understand that DRM has been a 
necessity to get music companies to release 
music for sale on the iTunes Music Store. But 
our bigger gripe is that you can’t play music pur-
chased from the iTunes Music Store on anything 
but an iPod or the upcoming iPhone, because 
Apple won’t license its FairPlay digital rights 
management technology to makers of other au-
dio players. Even if those players recognize AAC 
files, they can’t decrypt them, so they won’t play. 
Even when Apple begins selling music without 
DRM, you’ll pay extra for it; most tracks will still 
have the DRM restrictions.

10 Things We Hate About Apple

The following two articles appeared this 
week in PC World. The first let’s us know 
what the other side is thinking (even if they 
are wrong)!
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...and the other side of the iCoin.

10 Things We Love About Apple

05.07.07 - N. Rebbapragada and A. Stafford - PC World

Great design, a polished OS, a way to run Windows, 
and a faker’s blog are just a few of our favorite things.

In a world where generic MP3 players are sold 
alongside Chia Pets in every Wal-Mart, K-Mart, 
and Quickie Mart, Apple’s iPods are anything 

but commodities. Most computers look like they 
were designed by manufacturers of low-end 
office furniture, but Macs are so beautiful that 
they’d probably be fixtures in movies and on 
TV even if product placement didn’t exist. And 
Apple is so basically innovative an organization 
that--to swipe a phrase from our own Full Dis-
closure columnist Stephen Manes--it essentially 
serves as the R&D arm of the entire technology 
industry.
 In fact, we often find ourselves asking a question 
that’s been around almost since Steve Jobs and 
Steve Wozniak started selling computers back in the 
1970s: If Apple can do it, why can’t anyone else?
 We’re not going to attempt to answer that 
question here. But we will enumerate some of the 
things that make the products from Cupertino, 
California’s most famous company uniquely lov-
able. That’s not to say that the things we said in 10 
Things We Hate About Apple are moot, but we’re 
more than happy to give credit where it’s due.

1. Sublime Designs
 Apple’s designs rarely feel cheap or half-baked. 
There are the obvious feats such as the slim, 
beautiful iPod Nano and the flat-panel iMac. 
Microsoft’s Zune just doesn’t compare to the Ap-
ple’s iPods, and the Apple TV just might finally get 
us interested in the badly named digital media 
adapter market. And even if the upcoming iPhone 
doesn’t become to mobile communications what 
the Mac was to computers, it’s unquestionably off 
the chart in terms of pure style.
 But equally impressive are the subtle innova-
tions in Apple products that make them both 
more elegant and more useful: the tiny iMac re-
mote, which clings to the side of the computer’s 
screen. The MagSafe magnetic power adapter, 
which attaches to laptops lightly enough that it 
disconnects cleanly if you trip over it. Software and 
drivers, whether developed by Apple or third par-
ties, maintain a consistent look and feel. Outside 
and in, it all just matchesa??which is more than you 
can say about most stuff in Windowsville.

2. The Mac OS Rules
 True, we’re a little miffed that we have to wait 
until October to get our hands on Mac OS X 10.5 
(Leopard); blame the iPhone. But if Leopard is 
anything like Tiger (Mac OS X 10.4), it’ll make 
Windows users jealous. Its Time Machine instant 
backup might be what finally gets people to 
back up their files. Its Spaces window manage-
ment could work better than the already excel-
lent Expose technology and the form-over-func-
tion Windows Flip 3D. Apple’s Spotlight Desktop 
Search will search network volumes, and the 

nifty Dashboard widget engine will get new 
features. Apple being Apple, it’s also entirely 
possible that it has some more surprises up its 
sleeve that it won’t tell us until the moment 
before it springs Leopard on the world.
 In the meantime, OS X 10.4 “Tiger,” more than 
two years old now, is nearing the end of its life. 
Yet in most ways that matter, it’s still a more 
pleasing, pleasingly consistent environment to 
work in than its newer (and arguably glitzier) 
competitor from Redmond. Aging Apple, in 
other words, is entirely capable of beating 
brand-new Microsoft.

3. Real Reliability
 What good is a cool computer or music player if it 
doesn’t keep going and going? Apple makes some 
of the most reliable products on the market--from 
its MacBook to its iPod digital audio players. In our 
most recent survey of reliability and service, the 
company scored higher than all other notebook 
manufacturers except for Lenovo, in part thanks 
to a better-than-average score for “satisfaction with 
reliability” and for overall reliability. Its digital audio 
players topped our list, earning the only better-
than-average score for “satisfaction with reliability” 
(though its mark for overall reliability was only aver-
age). Of course, Apple’s track record isn’t perfect, as 
owners of defective MacBooks will tell you. But the 
fact that you can get a reliable product that looks 
nice too makes its overall record pretty impressive.

4. Jobs Stands Up to the Media Moguls
 Amidst the record industry’s panic over illegal 
music downloads, Apple unveiled the 99-cent 
single-song download, an easy-to-use software 
music store for buying them, and a catalog that 
included indie and unsigned artists when most 
competitors stuck to the catalogs of the big la-
bels. The iTunes Store later raised the profile of 
television show and movie downloads, and Jobs 
even called for the end of music digital rights 
management (DRM). Soon after, EMI said it 
would introduce DRM-free (albeit higher-priced) 
versions of its songs. (It remains to be seen if this 
ends up being a good move for the financially 
struggling big-four music company.)
 We’re still not happy about most songs in 
the iTunes library requiring you to use an iPod 
for portable-device playback, but we admire 
Apple’s deal-making finesse. It shook up the en-
tire industry, which, left to itself, would have you 
buying six crappy filler tracks for every three you 
actually wanted. Who knows where music might 
be if Steve Jobs had decided to spend his time 
making cartoons at Pixar rather than reinventing 
the consumer electronics industry?

5. Macs Run Windows
 While most people still consider the Windows 
and Mac operating systems either/or options, a 
growing number are choosing to run both on 
one machine--an Intel-based Mac. 
 It all happened so fast. In January 2006, Apple 
shipped the first Intel-based Mac (the iMac). In 
March 2006, hackers Narf and Blanka hacked 
it to run Windows. Less than a month later, 
Apple released the public beta of Boot Camp, 
which dual-boots Mac and Windows operating 
systems. And now, there are at least three other 
ways to run Windows (even Vista) on your Mac, 
including the slick and easy-to-use Parallels 
Desktop for Mac, which makes the integration 
of OS X and Windows nearly seamless.

Unless Apple decides to let other computer 
manufacturers make OS X-ready computers, 
it’ll be the only company that makes machines 
that can be a Mac and a PC. We don’t see Steve 
Jobs letting the rest of the industry make Macs; 
then again, we never thought he’d be willingly 
involved with Windows-capable systems, ei-
ther.

6. The Fake Steve Jobs
 If there were no real Steve Jobs, there’d be 
no fake one either, and that would be a shame. 
The Secret Diary of Steve Jobs is a satirical blog 
written by an anonymous, often dead-on voice 
channeling the real Steve Jobs. It’s both a hilari-
ous read and an influential commentary on tech 
issues such as Tim O’Reilly’s proposed Blogger’s 
Code of Conduct. (And yes, we know that Fake 
Steve’s targets have included . . . well, us.)
Warning: Reading the blog will quickly prove why 
the Fake Steve Jobs (also known as FSJ) is on the 
wrong side of that blogger code of conduct. He--
whoever he may really be--frequently strays across 
the line of political correctness.

7. The Apple Store Experience
 Is it really that surprising that Apple’s attractive 
retail stores succeeded where Gateway’s bovine-
themed shops didn’t? A visit to one of Apple’s 
170 worldwide locations, especially the 24-
hour Fifth Avenue 
New York City store 
sitting beneath a 
giant glass cube, 
is an experience. 
A young, hip, and 
technically knowl-
edgeable staff is 
friendly without be-
ing hard-sell. They 
won’t boot you out for using the Macs and 
free Wi-Fi. There might be a wait for service, 
but you can sign up to get your tech support 
questions answered by a tech at the Genius 
Bar. While you’re waiting, check out the digital 
lifestyle shows on GarageBand, iMovie, or other 
Mac applications. Apple has managed to turn a 
computer into a day at a digital park. And it’s all 
free--unless, of course, you impulse-buy a Mac.
 The rest of the PC retail industry, by contrast, is 
typified by CompUSA, the dreary, entertainment-
free chain that recently announced plans to shut-
ter more than half of its locations. In other words, 
an average Windows box isn’t just less fun to use 
than a Mac; it’s also less fun to buy.

8. 50 Bucks Saved in Security Software
 For Windows types, Patch Tuesday, ActiveX ex-
ploits, and zero-day threats are all ugly facts of life. 
For Mac users, however, they’re white noise. Some 
security companies may try to tell you differently--
and proof-of-concept viruses written just to prove 
you can infect a Mac exist. And it’s true that Apple 
must regularly release fixes for vulnerabilities that 
hackers could use to cause trouble.
 But the fact remains, if you’re on a Mac, 
you’re safe from real-world viruses, worms, 
Trojans, and most other baddies. The notable 
exception, of course, is if you’re running Windows 
via Boot Camp or Parallels.
 Chalk it up to superior security practices or limited 
market share or, most likely, a little of both, but 

The article continues on page 4 
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even with Mac security a much-discussed topic on 
the Net, most malware writers seem to be focusing 
their attention elsewhere, at least for now.

9. Ads You Won’t Change Channels On
 Starting with the Orwellian dystopia of IBM 
PC users depicted in the very first Mac ad, some 
Apple advertising has been more than a tad 
sanctimonious. But the current “I’m a Mac, and 
I’m a PC” spots are a breath of fresh air time. 
Both campaigns spawned innumerable online 
parodies, because they’re simple, clever, and 
funny, even if we do insist that we’re more like 
the hip Mac character played by Justin Long 
(aka Warren P. Cheswick from “Ed”) than to John 
Hodgman, the actor and writer cast as PC.
 We’re not so sure about some of the claims 
in the ads--hey, Apple, a Windows PC can do a 
lot more than crunch numbers--but we do know 
that the commercials are more entertaining than 
some of the programs they interrupt. 

10. Cottage Industry of Cool
 One of us, and we’re not saying who, had a 
clear, curvy stand and a power-pink cover for a 
12-inch PowerBook, a green sequined case and a 
retro-styled speaker set for an iPod, a lighted USB 
hub, and a USB multimedia controller. They’re 
all from a cottage industry in Apple accessories, 
including companies like Griffin Technology 
and FastMac (with its new slot-loading Blu-ray 
Disc drive for iMacs)--an industry that sprang 
up around Macs and iPods, and makes both ex-
tremely attractive and well-designed peripherals. 
They’re a part of what make the Mac experience.
 Got a computer or MP3 player manufactured 
by just about anyone else? Good luck finding 
more than a teeny-tiny fraction of the accessories 
you’ll find for even the most mundane Apple 
products.

(Editor’s note: For background on these articles 
and there unusual history, see www.pcworld.com/
article/id,131594/article.html.)

Artwork: Chip Taylor

10 Things We Love About Apple
continues from page 3 

By Art@Smalldog.com

Apple does empower the consumer to 
troubleshoot, diagnose, and isolate, many 
problems on their own using the online 
tools from the Apple Support page, http:
//www.apple.com/support/
 What many people don’t realize, is that they 
also empower the consumer to initiate warranty 
claims to replacement parts online as well.
 This includes anything from replace-
ment headphones from an iPod purchase, 
to whole Base Station exchanges, to power 
supplies for the iMac.
 There are some well put together instructions 
with graphics should a repair be necessary, 

and most in stock parts are sent overnight 
using a common currier.
 Here’s the link to the details on the Do-It-
Yourself program(s): http://www.apple.com/
support/diy/
 This link is the instruction set for how to 
order DIY parts: http://www.apple.com/
support/diy/orderonline/
 We hope you are able to make use of the 
online tools when reasonable to do so.
 In many cases, this route is faster than 
contacting your reseller, but we are always 
available to help fill in the gaps in warranty 
support as needed.

Apple’s “Do It Yourself” Webpage

800MHz frontside bus, compared to 
the 667MHz version you’ll find in the 
Core 2 Duo chips currently powering 
Mac portables. A faster frontside bus moves data 
more quickly between the CPU and the chipset (in 
this case, the Mobile Intel GM965 Express chipset), 
which contains the memory management and 
connects to main memory through the memory 
bus (often running at the same speed as the fron-
tside bus)—that’s where the performance gain is 
likely to come from. But keep in mind that most 
of Eden’s benchmarks and demos showed big 
improvements compared to the original Centrino 
systems from 2003—much less so when com-
pared to the last Centrino systems. How much of 
a performance difference Macs users will see from 
the Core 2 Duo processors in today’s MacBooks 
and MacBook Pro’s may be less dramatic. And 

the 802.11n wireless component to the Centrino 
platform is something Apple already has in place. 
Better power efficiency, however, should translate 
to better battery life in many situations.
 Another feature in the new platform is an op-
tional capability called Turbo Memory. Intel says 
the feature improves responsiveness and multi-
tasking capabilities by using (currently) 512MB or 
1GB nonvolatile flash memory cache to reduce 
hard drive hits; that will let applications launch 
faster and reduce battery consumption, among 
other benefits. Only a handful of PC makers are 
including Turbo Memory in their initial releases 
with the new chip, and it’s unclear to us anyhow 
if the technology will be incorporated in any 
potential Mac offerings—although it’s a pretty 
safe bet that we’ll never see a Mac marketed as 
“Centrino-powered.”
 For a less theoretical look at what these chang-
es might mean for laptop performance, our col-
leagues at PC World ran some tests on the Santa 
Rosa laptop platform. As for testing Mac perfor-
mance, we’ll just have to wait until laptops based 
on these chips arrive in our Lab—once Apple gets 
around to announcing such laptops, of course.
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